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Therefore, the patients of breast cancer on tamoxifen 
therapy should be followed‑up for a longer period. 
Endometrial thickness is the main indicator to monitor 
the progress of carcinoma endometrium, hence regular 
TVS is indicated during follow up and if the thickness 
observed more than 8.0 mm than all the diagnostic 
measures should be considered. In summary, the risk of 
endometrial cancer increases following tamoxifen therapy 
for invasive breast cancer; however, the net benefit of 
adjuvant tamoxifen therapy greatly outweighs the risk of 
developing endometrial cancer.[2]
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Cost-utility analysis of using 
nimotuzumab in end-stage 
cancerous patient: Is it too 
expensive?
Sir,
The use of new alternative cancer therapy for 
end‑stage cancerous patient is interesting. Of several 
new agents, nimotuzumab is an immunological‑based 
cancer therapeutic agent. Nimotuzumab is widely 
mentioned for its usefulness in management of 
end‑stage cancerous patient.[1,2] The prolongation of life 
expectation is mentioned as a usefulness of nimotuzumab 
administration.[3] However, the main concern is its high 
cost. Whether it is cost effectiveness is interesting. 
Here, the authors present the experience in using 
nimotuzumab in end‑stage cancerous patients (about 
five cases). Based on our setting, the average cost for 
nimotuzumab management of the cancerous patient for 
a 3‑month period is about 450,000 baht (about 15,000 
USD) and the average extended life span is only about 
1.5 months. It can be seen that the cost utility is about 
10,000 USD/1 month life span extension. Of interest, the 
cost per utility is very expensive and this might not be 
better than no nimotuzumab in term of life expectation 
expansion (since the cases might have this prolonged life 
span without use of any drug). Although the new drug 
is effective but the great concern is on its high cost. 

The use of this drug has to be carefully considered on 
this fact.
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